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WAS MEMBERS:

•

With the ARCHAEOLOGIST finally in hand you have probably wondered what took it
so long. By way of explanation: it is largely a summer syndrome, a propensity
to wander, typical of the change of pace and attitude that touches us all.
Probably most smitten was the editor, engaged in other duties, pursuits and
domestic pre.s sures that seemed to intercede in every attempt to get this issue
out. In any case, the time came, the pressures abated, and the assistance of
Louise Deane and Forrester Wo~druff made this tssue possible. The two main
articles were their contributlon giving us a TEXAS ~CALIFORNIA and I(JAJA issue.
Considering that so many members are in br going ott'8cation, it is appropriate
that the accompanying papers represent the scope of readers with out-of-state
interests.
Mrs. F6rtester Woodruff's family ranch exists in Hood County, Texas, from which
the illustrated points were collected. These are surface finds which Mr. Woodruff
has assembled and photographed t6 illustrate the reprinted report by S. Alan
Skinner, Research Archaeologist for Southern Me~hodist University.
Mr. W. C. Tayloe s interesting paper and photographs were sent through Al and
Louise -Deane, W4S members, who have been friends for years. The Needle Petroglyphs are unique, singularly placed on erratic bouiders, repres~nting abor~ginal •
lithic art.
"·
1

The Iowa comments by the editor are a restilt of visits to on-going digs in the
vicinity of Des Moines marking the continbal difficulty that serious professionals
and amateurs have with the destruction df sites by pressures of civilization and
the spihe-less and mind-less itritatiorl~ by the ign6rant.
Washington does not go neglected, for the first article in our "Readers have
their say" is from a student of John Osmundson, WAS member and instructor at
Bellevue Community College, Miss Constance Matteson of Redmond. We ask others
to submit publishable comments and repdrttJ f()r consideration.

•

Sincerely,
The Edi. tc> r

WANTED

BACK tSSUES OF 'IRE 'ARcHAEOLOGIST

·.1.

If you have extra copies, or ~~opies you no longer wish td
-1n ~ ·
keep, please serld them to us. We have requests for back
issties and cart rto longer fill complete sets.

•

•
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CURRENT ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN HOOD COUNTY, TEXAS

BY SOUlllERN ME'IHODIST UNIVERSITY
A reprint of an article in the
HOOD COUNn' NEWS-TABLET, Granbury, Texas

April 11, 1968
Illustrations of point types from the Brazos by Forrester Woodruff

S. AI.AN SKINNER, RESEARCH ARCHEOIDGIST SOUlllERN ME'IHODIST REPORTS ON HOOD CO.

During March and April Southern Methodist University has been carrying out
archaeological work on Indian campsites located along the Brazos River in the
area that will be flooded when the De Cordova Bend Dam is completed. To date,
about 45 campsites have been recorded along the river and two of these campsites
have been excavated to learn more about the prehistoric Indian inhabitants of
Hood County.

•
I'

S. Alan Skinner, Research Archeologist, Anthropology Center of Southern Methodist
University in Dallas, has been in charge of the work in Hood County. He has
prepared the following report •
"The recording and excavation of these campsites is a major undertaking and a
large number of local people have been most helpful in this work. I would like
to thank the many collectors, including Richard Bennett, Randall Rash, Lecil
Meyers, the Lutons, and many others who have helped in the recording of sites.
Til.e real dirt and sweat of the digging is being done by a large number of young
Granburyites. Randy Ables, Mike Durant, Kenneth Holt, and Glen Collier have
worked full time on the job. We have been assisted by a crew of High School
students including Larry Avery, Jim. Green, James Helstrom, Bob Hudson, Lonnie
Jones, Gary Mitchell, Walter Mitchell, Leroy Pendergrass, Trafford Perry,
Johnny Riddle, and Randy Riley. Larry Cress, Curry, and Howard Lemmons have also
helped. The help of Mr. Crossland and Mr. Best at the High School is also appreciated. I wish to thank Mr. Henry Zweifel and Mr. Robert Lowden for permission
to excavate on their lands.
"The work that we are doing is aimed at saving the information about the Indians
that will be lost by the destruction of the campsites when they are flooded.
For this reason the work is termed SalvAge Archaeology. Salvage Archaeology is
used in other states including New Mexico and Arkansas to salvage Indian remains
that will be destroyed by the construction of highways, pipelines, and dams. If
we had provision for Highway Salvage Archaeology in Texas, the large campsite
which was destroyed when the Highway 377 Bypass was constructed would have been
saved.

•

"Hood County has been continuously occupied by Indians since about 10,000 B.C •
when people who used Folsom spear points were living in several sites near the
river. Til.is is the earliest known occupation of the county but is possible that
there were some earlier inhabitants. After the little known Folsom occupation,
the county was occupied by people who lived a semi-nomadic way of life centered
around the Brazos River~ 'lb.ese people hunted the local mammals and birds and
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gathered the various plants tha.t naturally occur. They also gathered mussels
from the river and probably fished for catfish, carp, and other fish. Many campsites which are representative of this Archaic period have been recorded and some
represent quarries where flint wa• found and others are the chipping areas where
dart points and scrapers were chipped out by the Indians. The quarry and chipping
area sites were used intermittently but the Indians also had a base camp that they
lived in for a major part of the year. The base campsites are recognized by the
presence of many dart points and of grinding tools, called m~no (the hand held
grinder) and the metate (the bowl). The Indians went out to camps along the
river during the seasons when food was . available or to the quarries and chipping
areas when new tools were needed.

•

About 500 ·A:·n. the bow a·nd arrow was introduced to these people who previously
had used a dart th.nlwer and the bow gave them a better hunting tool. 'nle bow
and arrow did not change their hunting and gathering way of life but this was
when the St!JSll arrowheads, called "Bird Points" were first maqe by the Indians.
At the same time the people traded with other Indians in. New Mexico, Oklahoma,
and Eastern Texas. We can see this from t~e few pieces of trade pott~ry found
on campsites in the county. Pottery was never made by the local Indians of Hood
County.
''When the Spanish and French arrived in this area the lndia~s were living a way
of life similar to that which we have described. 'lltey were still hunting and
gathering their food, they did not grow any plants, and were living in small
brush shelter$. About the same time the Lipan Apache and the Comanche arrived
on the scene after they had acqui~ed the horse from the Spanish. We hear a great
deal about the Apache and Comanche but it is good to remember that Hood County has
a long history of Indian occupation prior to European invasion ...

•

(By permission of the Editor and Publisher, Mrs. A. B. Crawford.)
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PE'IROGLYPHS IN THE VICINITY OF NEEDLES, CALIFORNIA
PHOTOGRAPHS AND COMMENTS BY W. C. TAYLOE

ABSTRACT:

The catalogue designs were taken from an excursion of
W. C. Tayloe and others along an old trail west of Needles,
California. 'n\e trail, following a southwesterly direction
through Twenty-Nine Palms toward Palm Springs, was marked
by petroglyphs on boulders which were strewn along the
route.

A walk into the desert was to

bringa~new

interest into being.

Walking toward the hills to the west of Needles, California, we came across what
is believed to be an old Indian trail - along which were many rocks two or three
feet high on which were petroglyphs. '!be trail at this point was about a mile
and a half long on a small ridge with large washes at both ends. Many small
stones covered the ridge; the trail was plainly shown by wear on the rocks.

•

The direction of the trail headed toward the south and west toward a small pass
that went through Twenty-Nine Palms and into Palm Springs. Further ex~loration
toward the pass led to discovery of many m~re petroglyphs on rocks along the
trail. Boulders at Twenty-Nine Palms also had rock art on them •
There are a number of Indians living at Needles, but those to whom I talked were
unable to explain the designs. The Southwest Mus~um at IDs Angeles has a very
fine library and there I l~arned about various ttibes who had lived in Southern
California and left many art works in various places which have proved very
interesting. As a child the family visited Yosemite Valley and I recall an
Indian chief and other Indians living in the valley. We have taken trails there
which lead to drawings or art work on the cliff walls.
Two members of t~e staff of the museum indicated the designs could go as far back
as the Aztecs and that perhaps they told no story but were a form of "doodling"
or expression.
Editor's Comments: Correspondence with the Tayloes has indicated that the trail
described above extended from Fort Mojave, above Needles on the Colorado River
through Morongo Valley and down to Palm Springs. The singularity of the petroglyphs is less in their design, than their existence upon erratic boulders strewn
along the trail. At least three dozen have been found by the author. Historically,
the territory is that of the Mohave and Chemehuevi Indians, descendants of whom
seem to know nothing about the glyphs.

•

Stylistically, the petroglyphs are linear, varying from simple, single representations of suggestive natural forms, or abstractions to groupings. 'nle accompanying
photographs will give some idea of the area in which they a~e found and the
disposition of the. petre>glyphs upon the -rocks_ A <-at:,g]oguo .0£ :ill f()li1D9 offered
by Mr. Tayloe is appended.
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EXCAVATIONS NEAR MADRID AND CARLYLE, IOWA

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY, AMES

•

SlHtlER 1968
Del Nordquist

ABSTRACT:

Three sites were being excavated by the Iowa State University ·
in the vicinity of Des Moines. The on-going work in the
Saylorville and Madrid areas was continued, . but curtailed by an
emergency excavation near Carb)t~. This operation was set up
in the midst of le.veo. construction where an Onee»ta site had
been discovered. The salvage work was part of the National Park
Service to reclaim and salvage as much of Iowa prehistory as is
possible from the Red Rock and Saylorville reservoirs now under
const~uction•
The two other sites near Madrid · w~re side by side;
one prehistoric, the other a historic, but early, crockery
factory. Dr. David Gradwohl of the · Iowa State Department of
Anthropology and Sociology was in charge.

Three excavations were being carried out under the supervision of Dr. David
Gradwohl, archaeologist at Iowa University at Amest
One prehistoric and one
historic northeast of Madrid; another salvage operation east of Cart~·:J_e. 'nle two
former are north of Des Moines and the latter southeast along the Des Moines River.

•

The Catl~site had been discovered just prior to the cbmmeticement of levee
construction. Crew members were pulled from the Madrid field school to do
emergency excavation on a significant prehistoric occupation, now threatened by
bulldozers. Understandably there was an air of frefizy -- a state of mind not
usually part of archaeological disciplines -- with earth-moving equipment racing
within inches of squares being patiently, but nervously, dug by the salvage crew.
A few moments of observation at the site revealed the unfortunate loss to
"progress" ~f what was once an area occupied by Indians from the Oneeta culture.
'lb.is particular horizon has only recently been discovered in Central Iowa, hence
what could be learned about the Carli!te site was extremely important. One cache
contained almost 30 large bifacial, bipointed, roughly chipped blades, possibly
blanks for later reworking.
It took only a few close brushes with the ' levee btlilders to call a tetreat to
calmer excavations. The noise was deafening, but in all respect to the construction crew, their expert handling of their equipment left an island of Undisturbed
site until the very last minute. Except for these arrangements, the Ames crew
would have accomplished little.
The two sites near Madrid were almost contiguous. One was being dug in the dlidst
of a fine stand of soy beans, for which the farmer would receive restitution. It,
too revealed the common feature of cache basins as at Carli•ie. Across a barbedwire fence and in a pasture immediately next to the bean field an investigation
was being conducted in an early Iowa ceramic fac tory--crockeey- ta be ~xact. 'lbe
incidence of many shards indicated a dunp for broken jars, jugs, etc. There was

•

•
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the suggestion that the kiln might have been nearby, since fired and glaze-fused
fragments in association with ash and fire-heated earth was in close proximity to
the dump. It would seem that the cast-off material from cleaning a kiln would
not have been too widely separated.
As a final comment about archaeology in Iowa, and elsewhere for that matter,
unfortunately, there are those who feel anyone who contribut~a to worthy causes,
engages in artistic or scientific- pursuits .; .are -some. form o·f alierf;~:. Iowa,
us ually known as a moral and strongly' self-interested state, nas its recalcitrant
and vagrant members. The student crew was attacked by a group of local malcontents who had a beer or two under their belt for no other reason than mayhem.
It is of little satisfaction that they were recognized and charges filed against
them. This is not .provincialiSm. It is a condition of the times. Ignorance has
always bred violence and suspicion. Washington has had its quota of threats too.
In 1953 it was necessary for the chief investigator at 'llte Dalles, Wakemap excavations to be deputized and carry a side arm. More recently the Seattle Community
College dig at 45-SK-33 was invaded by drunks, one of whom carried a gun. Perhaps
American archaeology has entered a new and dangerous phase.
The following article is reprinted by permission of the Des Moines Register,
Tuesday, July i6, 1968. Staff writer: Otto Knau~h.

•

•

CARLISLE, IA.-- One of the richest sites of ancient Indian culture in the
Des Moines River valley is being systematically destroyed by bulldozers building
a levee just east of here.
Salvage archaeologists from Iowa State University at Ames are working just
ahead of the dozer blades picking up what they can.
So far they have discovered more than 100 food-storage pits that contained
bits of decayed vegetable natter, including corn and beans.
Bones of bison, deer, elk, shellfish and birds have been found, as well as a
square-cut pl.ate from a human skull. In addition a cache of 26 flint knives and
much raw flint material were uncovered.
The salvage work is part of a long-term project sponsored by the National
Pork Service to save as nany remnants of Indian culture as possible in the flood
plains of the Red Rock and Saylorville reservoirs now under construction below and
above Des Moines.
Dr. David Gradwohl of the Iowa State Department of Anthropology and Sociology said the discoveries near Carlisle stemmed from the Oneota culture that flourished between 1000 and 1500 A. D.
Curiously, he said, no Oneota finds have been made in the Des Moines valley
above Des Moines, although Oneota tribes are knovm to have existed in both northeastern and northwestern Iowa.
Gradwohl took his entire crew of 20 students and two assistants in the Carlisle area last weekend to keep ahead of the bulldozers, which are constructing a
flood levee as part of the Red Rock project.
By the time the levee is finished sometime this week, Gradwohl said, the entire site will have been destroyed.
The levee work is being done by the Burch Construction Co. of Cedar Rapids.
Officials of the company and the dozer operators have been "very co-operative,"
Gradwohl said, in stopping or delaying work while the diggers salvage what they can.
Gradwohl plans to resume digging in the Saylorville Reservoir area near Madrid
when the levee project is completed here. Students have been working jn l>hE' MRdrid
area for most of the summer.
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READERS COMMENTARY:

•

Short articles, letters, and commentaries will be published under the above
heading. It is hoped that further cor~espon~ence will make this a worthwhile
communication between the staff and the subscribers.
J:ohn Osmundson, instructor in anthropology at the Bellewe ·Communfty College
persuaded a student, Miss Constance Matteson of Redmond, Was~ington, to describe
a ::&iad~ she found:
"Our valley, which is now mostly pasture with stands of second growth Douglas Fir
(50-60 ft.), lies between the Sammamish River east ridge and the Snoqualmie River
west ridge. One day last April (1967) while digging a new area to plant a
vegetable garden, a flaked knife, 7 cm. long and 3! cm. side, appeared.
"The top soil, black hard clay type 3/4 inches deep, was coveted with sparse
grass and moss. Beneath this layer was a foot of red-yellow, very hatd mixture
of sand, clay, and gravel;. a-tld below that a fine grey gravel with large river
stones. Local legend has it that where we dug, a river had originally crossed the
valley running east and west.
"In the second layer a large cedar stump emerged which appeared old enough to
attempt taking out the roots. The broken stone tool was found about two feet
down while digging around the roots of the cedar.
"'lhe site, which is located on the W 166 ft. of E 431 ft. of S 538 ft. of gov.
lot 3, Sec. 6, Twp. 25N, Range 6 E, is now about 100 yd. from Bear Creek which
after a couple of miles (southwest) empties into the Sammamish River very near
the Ma rymoor Site • "

•

•

•
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RECENT EVEN!'S AND NEWS

EARLY .MAN IN EASTERN WASHINGTON
The . June membership meeting of the Thomas Burke Memorial Washington State Museum
was held on the University of Washingtom campus, Guggenheim Hall. Invited was
the public to hear Dr. Richard Daugherty and Mr. Roald Fryxell describe the
"Marmes" find in Eastern Washington.
The Washington Archaeological Society made the arrangements for the speakers
and the banquet preceding the lecture. An overflowing lecture hall heard
Dr. Daugherty tell the thrilling account of how the oldest skeleton remains in
the Western hemisphere were discovered. Determining the age of Marmes Man by
means of scientific geology data was described by Mr. Fryxell in an illustrated
slide lecture in terms laymen could easily understand. The audience was
enthusiastically responsive and as Dr. Daugherty phrased it so well, "it is very
gratifying to the professional to have such keen interest shown in the work he is
doing."

•

'IWO ME·ETINGS OF 'nlE WASHINGTON S'rATE ARCHAEOLOGICAL COUNCIL
A group representing professional, aca~emic and amateur archaeology interest in
the state of Washington have been meeting occasionally to organize a council for
the purpose of co-ordinating archaeology efforts, pooling resources and giving
mutual assistance. '!Wo meetings were held in the early part of the summer season,
one in Seattle and the other in the Skagit area. Matters of structure and constitution were discussed.
On hand at the June 27th meeting held at the Tower Hotel were: Dr. Daugherty
and Mr. Roald Fryxell, Washington State University; Dr. Alex Krieger, Professor
George Quimby, Dr. Robe~t Greengo, University of Washington; Dr. James Alexander
III, Central Washington College; Mr. Gar Grabert, Western Washington College;
Mrs. Astrida Onat and Mr. John Koruga, Seattle Community College; Mr. Gerald
Hedlund, Green River Community College; Dr. Kirby Chandler, Highline Communigy
College; Mr. John Osmundson, Bellevue Community College; Mr. Delmar Nordquist,
Mmes. 'nl.omas Beddall and Albert Deane, Washington Archaeological Society; and
other distinguished and interested persons.

Dr. Daugherty addressed the group on the vital importance of establishing an
archaeological survey committee for presenting a systematic plan to be used in
the future. Mr. Grabert of Western Washington College was asked to chair. this
committee.
meeting at the Skagit Site, 45SK33, where the Seattle Community College worked
this summer, further considered proposals and recommendations suggested by
Dr. Robert Greengo. Astrida Onat, secretary for the council will be making a
fuller report in the near future. We, the. Washington Arcruwological .S~iety,
will try to keep you informed.
'lb.e

•
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CENlRAL WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE NEWS

A major in anthropology in both Arts and Sciences and Teacher Education programs
is now offered at Central Washington State College. Dr. James Alexander III tells
us an expanded anthropology staff will include Dr. William c. Smith as full time
archaeologist and Miss ~atherine J. MacMillan, phys·ical anthropologist.

•

Central Washington offers spring classes in· field tech~ique~ and their rich site
in the Kittitas Valley promises to hold good for several more years.
FROM GREEN RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE

A!:chaeology students at this college guided by their instructor, Gerald Hedlund,
learned the fundamentals of scientific excavation at a site near Buckle.y. · Early
Washington historical material as well as pre-white Indian artifacts have been
· unearthed.
SEA 'lTLE COMMUN! 'lY COLLEGE
Seattle Co~munity Coliege spent their second year of summer field work at the
Skagit Site, 45SK33, (Former WAS Fish Town Site). Astrida Onat, field director,
and Lee Bennett, laboratory director, supervised the work here. Parents of
students served from time to time as camp cooks and general helpers. The yielded
· artifacts and related archaeology data will help strengthen the ever growing
-knowledge of human habitation in the Puget Sound a~~a.

•

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Not far from the Skagit area on Lopez Island, the University of Washington crew
directed by David Munsell uncovered more important data. Of special interest were
the .Indian trenches, very likely a type of fortification features. Special note
should also be made of the wide evidence for the practice of rebUl):iJlg the dead.
More work is needed in this area and hopefully another season on Lopez ·will be
arranged. 'nl.e site at Marymoor, King County Park near the Sammamish .River, is
still yielding factual data useful for the interpretation of riverine life · i~ the
Puget Sound region. Marymoor is the nearest training site for students attending
spring classes at the University of Washington.
WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY
The splendid news coverage since the discovery o( the oldest remains in the
Western hemisphere has not only accelerated local interest but professional and
graduate students throughout the United _States have come to work and study the
interdisciplinary methods used. Additional funds will make it possible to continue the work at Marmes Site, perhaps even to zero hour when this area will be
inundated. The .full story on the Marmes Site will by another exciting episode of
.archaeological discovery. ·
·
.

.

YOUR MEMBERSHIP· IN WASHlNGTON ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY SUPPORTS WAStll~'l'ON ARCHAEOLOG\.
Submitted by
Louise C. Deane
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